It’s almost here!
Beau Photo Supplies Presents:

Fusion 2014
Looking to the Future While Preserving the Past
Sunday September 28th at the Roundhouse Community Centre
Fusion 2014 is being presented by Beau Photo Supplies as part of PHOTOGraphie, PPOC BC’s
professional photography festival. This year the scope of Fusion has expanded to introduce the latest in
DSLR video, as well as include still photography, fine art, and a bit of history.
Beau Photo is also partnering with Vancouver Photo Workshops to bring you outstanding and inspiring
speakers. Choose the topics that you want with four workshops being held simultaneously for each
session, and featuring professionals from the industry speaking for 90 minutes each on a wide variety of
photo related topics.

See these great speakers:
John Lehmann
Christopher Morris
William Jans
David Ellingsen
Aura Mckay
Anna Beaudry
Vancouver Archives
Marc Koegel

Full Day Trade Show

Pooya Nabei
Wayne Hoerchel
Kathy Kinakin
Nick Didlick
Bruce Sharpe
IFHT – Matt Dennison
and Jason Lucas
Scott Secco

For information and to register go to http://www.photographiefestival.ca/fusion-2014

Beau Newsletter - September 2014
Lots to choose from in Used • Fusion 2014 • Pocket Wizard Rebates • Sony arrives at Beau
• New Fujifilm X30 • Price Drops and Rebates on Nikon, Canon, Fujifilm • NEW! Hasselblad
CFV-50C Medium-Format Digital Back • Back to School Pricing on Bags, Darkroom Supplies
and more • New Impossible Project film • Simon and Jason are going on tour...
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PRO SALES
KEN S.

New In Used:
Fuji G617. Not
exactly new but
a cool camera to
use and talk about.
Amazing panoramic
photos can be
produced with this
camera. $1799.00
Zeiss Ikon Camera:.The Zeiss Ikon Rangefinder Camera is
the ideal camera for those who still want to shoot 35mm
film. Beautifully designed and crafted $1000.00

Voigtlander 50mm f/1.1 is the perfect match to go with the
Zeiss Ikon. $ 950.00
Film Cameras - Great for students - prices vary
We have a variety of film cameras in all formats, just in time
for back to school.

FUSION 2014 Countdown
Only 28 days left till FUSION 2014 and we are set to bring
you the best FUSION event to date. With 15 speakers
talking on 16 subjects there will be something for everyone;
from mountain bike film making to 8x10 photography,
from photojournalism to fine art photography, the range of
subjects is both varied and intriguing. The hardest decision
for you will be which of our great speakers to go see. All
the speaker’s bios and the topics they will be speaking on is
available to peruse at this link: www.photographiefestival.
ca/event-schedule/fusion-2014/speakers/ You can also get
tickets for the workshops on the same site. Book soon as
many of the speakers are selling out quickly.
As in past years, we will also have an amazing trade show
with exhibitors from Canada and the USA including Canon,
Nikon, Fuji, Manfrotto, Hasselblad, Profoto, Sennheiser, B+W
and Tiffen/Steadicam. Since FUSION 2014 is following
another great photo tradeshow, Photokina 2014, I can’t
wait to see what great new products that, once announced
at Photokina 2014, will be available for all those attending
FUSION 2014 to see and touch. As an added bonus, all
speaker tickets include entrance to the tradeshow as well.
What is FUSION 2014?
FUSION 2014 has traditionally been a showcase of new
products and engaging speakers for the DSLR film maker.
This year Fusion 2014 will be a part of PHOTOgraphie
- British Columbia’s professional photography festival.
The festival’s purpose is to inspire and share the value of
photography through education, gallery exhibitions and
salon competition. We are also partnering with Vancouver
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These events are being held in conjunction with Fusion 2014
Vancouver Photo Workshops
proudly presents this exclusive
1-day workshop, “The Fine-Art
Nude” with iconic photographers Trevor and Faye Yerbury
from the UK.

Photos ©Trevor and Faye Yerbury

This will be Trevor and Faye’s first ever workshop conducted in Vancouver, and VPW is proud to be bringing them here!
See true masters at work and gain a more intimate understanding of that special connection between a photographer and
their subject Trevor & Faye Yerbury have an international reputation for their image of the Nude. In this all day workshop
you will work on location with Trevor & Faye who will demonstrate their style of working before helping and instructing
delegates with the help of their model.
This exclusive workshop is limited to 10 participants only, so as to ensure maximum attention from Faye and Trevor.
http://www.vancouverphotoworkshops.com/workshops/yerbury_fine-art_nude.php
Vancouver Photo Workshops proudly presents this exclusive 1-day workshop, “Hollywood and Classic Portraiture” with
iconic photographers Trevor and Faye Yerbury from the UK.
See true masters at work and gain a more intimate understanding of that special connection between a photographer and
their subject.
In this all day workshop you will work with professional models to recreate the glamourous Hollywood images of the 30’s
and 40’s using a range of tungsten and fresnel spotlights.
In addition to Hollywood style, Trevor and Faye will also be covering classical portraiture, and will demonstrate how they
create their evocative portraits that have brought them both international attention. They will demonstrate various lighting
techniques that will make beautiful portraits with simple but flattering lighting. Lighting equipment demonstrated in the
afternoon will include soft boxes, beauty dish,
and a ring flash.
Participants will have a chance to test each
lighting setup as well as posing skills with a
model, while creating unique images under
the personal directon of Trevor and Faye.
This exclusive workshop is limited to 10
participants only, so as to ensure maximum
attention from Faye and Trevor.
http://www.vancouverphotoworkshops.
com/workshops/yerbury_portrait_
hollywood.php

Photos ©Trevor and Faye Yerbury
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Photo Workshops who have a great pool of local and
international instructors. With these new partnerships we
are able to expand the scope of Fusion 2014 to not only
focus on the latest in DSLR video, but also to include still
photography. FUSION 2014 will be our best show ever and
a great venue to learn new things, meet great people and
see the hottest new gear on the market.

onto your stand and quick into the
desired flash position. The new built-in
cold shoe locking system makes it fast
and easy to mount and lock down any
speedlight flash, and the new lever lock
makes it a breeze to attach and remove
the head from the stand.

Fusion 2014 will be held at the Roundhouse Community
Center in Vancouver on Sunday, September 28th from 9:00
AM until 5:00PM.

Nanopole Stand - $101.95
Snap Tilthead - $53.95

Info and tickets: www.photographiefestival.ca/eventschedule/fusion-2014/

Two new Manfrotto products for the Strobist
We have just received our shipment of the Manfrotto
Nanopole Stand and Snap Tilthead.
The Nanopole Stand is an
innovative 2-in-1 product that
can be used as a traditional
light stand or a hand-held
boom. This is all made possible
by simply pressing a button
to release the center column
of the stand. This makes the
Nanopole stand a perfect
companion for any travelling/
street photographer or
videographer who needs
to minimize the weight and
size of the gear they take
with them. Manfrotto has
also incorporated a leveling leg into the design which is
perfect for quick set up on uneven ground. The stand is truly
portable, weighing less than 1kg (2.2 lbs) and compacts to a
mere 49cm.
Equally cool is the new Snap Tilthead. This is a great retool
of the Manfrotto Lite Tite. Speed is the focus of the new
design. With the new counterbalance system, it is quick

PocketWizard and Tokina rebates are continuing
until September 30th.
Tokina AT-X 11-16mm f/2.8 II Zoom
(Nikon, Canon or Sony mount) - $50 instant rebate
PocketWizard
Plus III Transceiver
$15 instant rebate
Mini TT1 (Canon or Nikon)
$20 instant rebate

Flex TT5 (Canon or Nikon)
$20 instant rebate
AC3 Zone Controller
(Canon or Nikon)
$10 instant rebate
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RENTAL NEWS

DIGITAL NEWS

JASON K.

MIKE M.

Lens News:
We have some new/additional lenses in the Rental
Department:
Canon 400mm f2.8L USM
We have acquired a Canon 400mm f2.8L USM non-IS
lens, and we are renting it on a trial basis for $100/day or
weekend. This lens is sharp, but heavy, and will require a
sturdy tripod, or at least a monopod for support. Great for
sports or birding!
Due to popular demand, we have added another one of
each of the following lenses in our inventory:
• Canon 24-70mm f2.8L II
• Canon 35mm f1.4L
• Nikon 85mm f1.4G

Light Modifier of the Month:
Profoto Deep Silver XL 7’ Umbrella
This extra large Profoto light
modifier is popular among
portrait, people and fashion
photographers. It creates a
smooth but distinctive
light that allows the user to
illuminate an entire person or
even small groups with just a single
light source. The deeper shape gives
the photographer better control of
the light spread. It also allows the
photographer to focus and shape
light by simply sliding the umbrella shaft in its holder. You can
combine different Profoto reflectors with the umbrella to
create different looks, such as with a Magnum to focus the
beam to create a bit of a hotspot but with a nice fall off, or
one can just use the standard reflector. $15/day

Never Say Never…
SONY at Beau Photo Supplies!
Coming soon to your favourite camera store, Beau Photo
will be stocking a select range of Sony full-frame and APS-C
E-mount mirrorless cameras, lenses and accessories, as
well as some high-end P&S models! In addition, we will
be adding numerous items to our rental pool, not only
E-mount cameras and lenses, but several highly sought after
A-mount lenses as well.
Sony has been coming on strong in the mirrorless camera
market for some time now and with, for example, their A7
range of lightweight, compact yet full-frame bodies (the A7,
A7R and A7S) and superb new prime and zoom lenses, you
can get class-leading full-frame photo and video quality in
an amazingly compact kit. Check out our blog in the coming
weeks and the October newsletter for more details. We
should start seeing stock arrive in mid September. I will be
posting some gear reviews to our blog in the near future as
well.

SONY at FUSION 2014
Come to Fusion to see all the latest and greatest photo and
video gear from Sony!

NEW! Fujifilm X30
$649
(see pre-order special below)

Fujifilm has announced
a successor to the X20
called, unsurprisingly, the
X30. While the lens (28-112mm f/2-2.8 OIS) and sensor
(12MP X-Trans CMOS II) remain unchanged (at least
on paper), it might be that once I get a chance to test a
production camera, they could show some improvements.
In any case, there are indeed many other very substantial
improvements in Fujifilm’s latest flagship point & shoot. Let’s
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start with the viewfinder…
The X20 had a fairly unique hybrid optical viewfinder.
While not in the same league as the ones on the X100
series or the X-Pro1, it still offered a big, bright optical view
with a full-information LCD overlay. In practice it worked
quite well, but one issue was somewhat vague parallax
indication and once you had Fujifilm’s lens hood mounted,
a substantial portion of the visual FOV was blocked by
the hood at some focal lengths. The X30 does away with
the optical component completely and instead, now has a
superb OLED EVF that performs on par with the one in the
X-E2, both from a resolution and refresh standpoint. I had
the opportunity to use a pre-production X30 a while back
and the EVF was genuinely excellent, the best I have seen in
a P&S camera! Focus peaking is also available for MF and to
make things easier, there is now a smoothly turning control
ring on the lens barrel that can operate MF!
This new lens barrel control ring has multiple functions,
depending on what mode the camera is in. For example,
in aperture priority, it controls the f-stop, in shutter-priority,
the shutter speed and so on. You can redefine the control
ring to other functions as well so this is a very nice upgrade
to the X20. My only complaint is the lack of click-stops
on the ring. Having a smooth control ring for focus makes
sense of course, but every other function you use it with
would benefit from tactile clicks. That said, with the audible
feedback switch on (fake clicks), I did not find it annoying to
use actually and it does have a firm, well-damped feel.
Also new are significantly beefed up HD video features, in
fact they are better than any other X-system body including
the X-T1! Well, at least with the X-T1’s current firmware
- with Fujifilm’s generous upgrade policy, who knows,
maybe we’ll see an improvement with it as well? With the
X30 when shooting Full-HD NTSC video, you can choose
between 60, 30 or 24 fps. For PAL (new PAL support!), you
have 50 and 25 fps. In addition, you now get full manual
control over f-stop, shutter speed and ISO. Cool!
A few additional features (some new, some not) round out
the X30 upgrade as follows: built-in WiFi with full camera
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control capability, up to 12fps shooting at full-res with an
18-frame JPEG buffer, shot-to-shot times of 0.3 seconds
in single shot mode, new battery with longer life (470
shots/charge), new “Classic Chrome” film simulation mode
(apparently it’s similar to Kodachrome!), fully customizable
Quick (Q) menu, multiple exposures, built-in time-lapse
shooting and much more! The one minor complaint I have
is that the camera no longer ships with a dedicated external
charger - you have to use a USB cable to charge the
battery in the camera. But wait...
As a pre-order special, Fujifilm is also offering a package
that includes an external AC battery charger as well as an
extra NP-95 battery pack at no-charge, which is a $170
retail value for free!
So if you are interested in the X30, don’t delay and call us
to get your pre-order in ASAP. The free charger and extra
battery are only available in a very limited number and
only the first shipment, in fact maybe only part of the first
shipment, will qualify for that promo…

NEW! Hasselblad CFV-50C Digital Back
($17,250 CDN)
Do you still have a classic
V-series Hasselblad kit
that you’d like bring into
modern times, something
like a 500C or a 503CW?
Well Hasselblad has
announced a new version
of their CFV back with the outstanding new 50MP CMOS
sensor that is powering their stunning H5D-50C. This new
sensor has the same high ISO and dynamic range prowess
of the absolute best 35mm sensors, like the ones in Nikon’s
D800 for example, but at a whopping 50 megapixels at
a much larger medium format size of course, offering the
unique look and 3D sense of depth that only medium
format can give you. In addition, it is gorgeously styled with
chrome highlights to perfectly match that classic Hasselblad
look! Contact us for details!
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Nikon D810 Recall &
DSLR Price Drops & Rebates!
Nikon has issued a recall notice for the new D810 body.
We had to send all of our inventory back and re-order
replacement cameras. The only issue is “white specks” that
are visible in long exposures when you are not using LongExposure NR. A pretty minor problem for most people, and
not an issue at all if you do use Long-Exposure NR, but it is
something I reported to Nikon right away since I do a lot of
night shooting, light painting and such and saw that it was a
little noisier than my D800. We were hoping that a simple
firmware update would fix it, but it turns out Nikon needs
to do a sensor recalibration as well as a firmware update.
Apparently the recalibration and update only takes Nikon
about 15 minutes to do, so I would suggest contacting the
local Nikon service facility in Richmond and arrange to take
your camera in when you have some time to spare. Again,
no image quality issues for the vast majority of situations,
just longer time exposures with Long-Exposure NR disabled.
If you have recently purchased a D810, you can tell if the
fix has already been applied if there is a black dot inside the
tripod mount on the bottom of the camera. Call us if you
need more info on this recall…
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Fujifilm Body & Lens Rebates!
For September, Fujifilm is kicking in a bunch of lens rebates
again and expanding on the free 18mm lens too! Here is a
partial list of rebates,…
Fujifilm X-T1 Body - $1,299 Mail-in rebate to get a free18mm f/2 lens, worth $599!
Fujifilm X-Pro1 Body - $1,099 Mail-in rebate to get a free18mm f/2 lens, worth $599!
Fujifilm X-E2 Body - $999 Mail-in rebate to get a free18mm f/2 lens, worth $599!
Fujifilm X-E2 Kit w/18-55mm Zoom $1,199 after $200 instant rebate!
Fujifilm X100S - $1,299 after $100 instant rebate!
Fujifilm XF 14mm f/2.8R - $899 after $100 instant rebate!
Fujifilm XF 18mm f/2R - $549 after $50 instant rebate!
Fujifilm XF 27mm f/2.8R - $399 after $50 instant rebate!
Fujifilm XF 60mm f/2.4R Macro - $599 after $50 I.R.
Fujifilm XC 50-230mm OIS Zoom - $299 after $100 I.R
Fujifilm XF 55-200mm OIS Zoom - $549 after $200 I.R.

Digital Clearance Items!
We have some new miscellaneous items, that are marked
down significantly for clearance, some even below cost!

Price Drops and Rebates

Panasonic GX-1 Camera Body (black) - $339

The lower end models have dropped in price, from the
D3200 all the way up to the D7100.

			

Along with many rebates on DSLRs and lenses, a few higher
end telephoto lenses are included as follows…
Nikon AF-S 70-300mm f/4.5-5.6G VR - $40 Rebate!
Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/4G VR - $100 Rebate!
Nikon AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G VR II - $200 Rebate!
Nikon AF-S 80-400mm f/4.5-5.6G VR - $200 Rebate!

(1 only - was $499)

Panasonic 45-150mm f/4-5.6 OIS Zoom - $229
			(1 only - was $289)
Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 DC Zoom - $725
(1 each Canon and Nikon mount - was $889)

Canon EOS-7D Kit w/EF-S 15-85mm IS Zoom - $ 1,599
				(1 only - was $2,099)
Nikon Capture NX2 - $99 (1 only - was $199)
Phase One Capture One Pro 7 - $99 (2 left - was $289)
WiebeTech FS Mini HD Enclosure - $40 (1 only - was $98)

Most Canon rebates are continuing through
September. Call us for a complete list.

* Phase One 645DF / IQ140 digital back and 80mm LS Lens
$15,299. Includes a $300 rental coupon More info: beauphoto.
blogspot.ca/2014/03/phase-one-iq140-demorental-sale.html
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ACCESSORIES
MEGHAN S.

Back to School Savings on LowePro Bags!
For the month of
September, students
get 10% OFF the
LowePro Photo
Hatchback Backpack.
(16L or 22L size.)

This great, affordable, backpack is perfect for students,
as it is lightweight, durable and provides extra space for
accessories and everyday necessities. The Photo Hatchback
is made for the ‘everyday adventurer.’ A camera bag in
disguise, it has storage space in the top half, a padded
laptop pocket in the front, extra areas on the straps for
attaching accessory
pouches and access to
your camera gear from
the back, helping to make
sure all your equipment
is safe and secure. Unlike
many backpacks geared
towards carrying camera
equipment, the Photo
Hatchback is actually two
bags in one as it converts
into a full day pack by
removing the padded
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inner compartment. The inner compartment can be closed
easily with its drawstring so you can just lift your equipment
right out of the bag and store it safely still in the padded
compartment. In addition, it includes an all-weather cover to
protect your gear from the rain. We have in stock two sizes,
the 16L and the 22L as well as two colors, the dark gray and
the dark blue.
LP Photo Hatchback 16L - 10% Off: $73.75 Reg: $81.95
LP Photo Hatchback 22L - 10% Off: $91.75 Reg: $101.95
If you don’t quite need a backpack, students also save 10%
on the LowePro Nova Sport AW 17L messenger style bag.
This versatile shoulder bag, is very lightweight and allows
you to store a reasonable amount of gear in addition to
providing extra pockets for your accessories. Also included is
the all-weather cover to keep your equipment safe and dry.
Like the Photo Hatchback, the padded inner compartment
has a drawstring to add extra protection for your gear
and can be removed completely, turning the bag into an
everyday messenger bag. For those who need to carry their
laptop or tablet, there is also a dedicated spot just for that
too! The Nova Sport AW 17L comes in grey-green.
LP Nova Sport AW 17L 10% Off: $63.18 Reg $70.20
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FILM / ANALOG NEWS
Nicole L.-D

New from the Impossible Project
Impossible Project’s black and white Hard Color frame
600 film has arrived. Hard Color film features a different
fluorescent colored frame on each photo, red, orange,
yellow, blue, green, teal, purple and pink, with black and white
emulsion.
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afternoon created an emulsion lift from it. I was curious
to see if there would be any huge differences lifting with
the new B&W formula. The last Impossible Project Silver
Shade film I used to lift admittedly was a little past due,
but I found it easily disintegrated in the water when the
translucent slimy white layer washed off. The new Spectra
B&W felt sturdier and I found it extremely easy to lift,
however I had trouble getting the translucent slimy layer to
leave the emulsion. Perhaps because of this, some of my lifts
dried more yellow than others have in the past. I even took
a severely underexposed a photo and lifted it, in the past
this would have been tricky but this new film appears to be
very sturdy.

An image on the new Spectra B&W
formula film before and after being lifted.

The new Spectra Black and White has also arrived. When
shooting, I found it to be higher contrast than the older
generation Silver Shade which is quite low contrast. I
snapped a quick photo of my cat this morning, then this

A high key image lifted onto handmade paper with
petals embedded in it.
All images ©Nicole Langdon-Davies
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Coming Soon, Poisoned Paradise Impossible Project film!
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Presentation Products
BARB B.

Back To School...
Or not to school? That is the question. When things have
settled, please let me know what supplies you’ll need to get
your photo year moving along. I have stock on hand, but
haven’t placed my fall order yet.
Please take a look at your photo mount samples. If they’re a
bit dog-eared and tired looking, it’s probably time to replace
or update them. If I don’t have the item you’d like on hand,
I’ll gladly request it on your behalf (Both AGT and TAP are
happy to provide samples). As well, we’ve just received
some event presentation mount samples from AGT (a golf
folder, team mount, Viewmount, CD folder, etc.), which we’d
be delighted to share with you. Please contact me: barb@
beauphoto.com and let me know what you’d like.

Are you a student?
Our back to school sale is on for the month of September:
• Two reel developing tanks - Sale $32.77 reg. $36.41
• Print File sleeves
10% off

We’ve recently received samples of TAP’s Boutique Baby
packaging and have them on display. There are folders, photo
cases, boxes, belly bands and easels geared to ‘Small Fry’
photo presentation. The colours are bright and cheerful and
really enhance the images. We will be special-ordering by
case quantity only while we assess the popularity of the line.

• Besler binders - Sale $17.55 reg. $19.50
• Multigrade filter set - Sale $50.23 reg. $55.81
• Lowe Pro Hatchback 16L AW - Sale $73.75 reg. $81.95
• Lowe Pro Hatchback 22L AW - Sale $91.75 reg. $101.95
• Lowe Pro Nova Sport 17L AW - Sale $63.18 reg. $70.20
Students will always receive
student pricing on film and
darkroom paper year round!
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Renaissance Albums
SIMON B.

IT’S SHOWTIME!
Beau Photo will be on the road with Renaissance Albums
and some great new equipment in early September. See the
tour dates below. Please send an RSVP if you plan to join us.
During our road trip we will be showcasing the Bowery
book from Renaissance Albums. Thank you to Infused Studio
for allowing us to sample this beautiful album. The Bowery
Book uses the latest printing and binding technology to
deliver a high-end, high-capacity album. The Bowery Book
features double-sided prints bound together and presented
in a variety of large sizes and cover options

The Beau Photo Interior Tour
Jason and Simon will be travelling to the interior showcasing Renaissance
Albums, the new Profoto B1 monohead, and the latest from Canon and Nikon.

• KAMLOOPS, B.C.
September 9th 2014 - 6pm - 9pm
Exposure Place for Photography
351 Victoria Street

• PRINCE GEORGE B.C.
September 10th 2014 - 6pm- 9pm
Focal Point Studio
1234 Seventeenth Avenue

City of Vancouver Archives
AM54-54-: SGN 434

Space is limited. Please RSVP by sending
an e-mail to albums@beauphoto.com
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ESSEX BOOK PROMO
AUG 22 - SEPT 05, 2014 | CODE:ESSEX2014

FREE ESSEX BOOK with the purchase of a SOHO BOOK
-or-

15% off ESSEX BOOKS
Use code: ESSEX2014 (must be submitted at the time of the order)
Promo is valid from August 22 - September 5 (Midnight PST), 2014

Conditions apply. Please contact Simon at Beau Photo toll free 1.800.994.2328
albums@beauphoto.com

Presented by the Abbotsford Photo Arts Club
Internationally acclaimed
photographer, Frans Lanting
will introduce different ways to
interpret the natural world with
a camera, sharing his unique
approach to photography and
innovations to the traditions of
visual storytelling.

A National Geographic
contributor, Lanting has
produced photo essays profiling
ecological hot spots, American
landscapes, and wildlife around the globe. His books
have received awards and acclaim. “No one turns
animals into art more completely than Frans Lanting,”
writes The New Yorker.
Lanting’s presentations feature spectacular
imagery and inspiring commentary. His gift for
connecting us with the lives of animals shows us
the world through their eyes. His powerful personal
perspective illuminates the big stories behind his
images.

Registration Includes:
• Five hours of insight with Frans
• Door prizes
• All day event (9am to 6pm)
• Tradeshow
• Box lunch with registration
• Free coffee available all day

Registration Info
Early Bird Rate - June 1 to Aug 31 - $85
Regular Rate - Sept 1 to Oct 22 - $95
At the door - $110
Register at www.apac.bc.ca
Michael J Fox Theatre
7373 MacPherson Ave, Burnaby, BC

Contact David Cooper at
dacooper@telus.net
for more information
and to register.

